IP Log for tools.ajdt
Version 2.1.0, June 2010

Licenses
•

Eclipse Public License v1.0

Third-Party Code
CQ Third-Party Code License Use
(no third-party dependencies)
No pre-req dependencies

Committers
Past and Present Active
Name

Organization

Matt Chapman

IBM

Andrew Clement

SpringSource, Inc

Adrian Colyer

SpringSource, Inc

Sujay D'Souza
John Duimovich

IBM

Andrew Eisenberg SpringSource, Inc
Helen Hawkins

IBM

Sian January

IBM

Mik Kersten

Tasktop

Julie Waterhouse

Contributors and Their Contributions
Bug

Size

Description

Helen Beeken (gmail.com)
101489 7.5K

[build] Resource files not always copied over to output folder in RAD
patch containing testcase

Andrew Eisenberg (eisenberg.as)
43711

15.7K

failure to clean the output folder
Patch that cleans build folder when a prior build state cannot be found.

70774

25.2K

Possible changes for incremental compilation behaviour in the UI
The suppress autobuilds option is no longer necessary

76146

2.3K

NPE using quickfix in Aspect opened with java editor
Remodularzied original patch.

93316

875

Add import glitch
Commented out 2 lines of AJCompilationUnitProblemFinder

6.1K

AJDT forces open Plugin.xml Editor / Build when enabling Aspect
Nature
With this patch, the manifest editor will be closed immediately after
adding or removing AJ Nature (if it wasn't already open beforehand).

97080

101489 12.5K

[build] Resource files not always copied over to output folder in RAD
Remove resources marked as derived on project clean

115828 3.2K

problem deleting resources
Changes to Enforcement aspect

119853 9.2K

Generate AJDoc wizard doesn't work on the Mac
This patch fixes the hard coding of paths so that ajdoc can work on
macs.

121810 11.5K

Dependent Project ITD not Picked Up
tests that an ITD is correctly applied to a project from another project on
its aspect path.

151730 1.4K

automatically show the Crosscutting Comparison in relevant
perspectives
Adds crosscutting comparison view to other perspectives

159867 9.7K

[editor] [navigation] Unable to navigate from "matches declare" into
project on aspectpath
This new patch overrides the old one and is a complete fix for the bug

166210 1.9K

Duplicate .aj files in Project Explorer
patch to change plugin.xml so that it filters project explorer view

170043 12.5K

[build] Removing AspectJ nature shouldn't always remove aspectjrt.jar
from libaries list
Patch to confirm removal of dependency with tests

215518 4.4K

NullPointerException during export
Patch that makes the build generator spit out a meaningful error if
org.aspectj.ajde is not found.

233781 22.6K

Various fixes for test cases
fixes some test cases

Support classpath containers for AspectJ specific paths
237979 285.0K Projects, variables, and containers can now be added to the inpath and
aspect paths
237979 14.3K

Support classpath containers for AspectJ specific paths
Allows projects to be in containers

238032 6.1K

Errors on projects from declare error is not preventing a launch
Brings up warning on launch when workspace has declare error errors

240689 248.5K

Bug fixes and general refactoring for AJDT 1.5.3 release
updated patch

244300 4.2K

[build] Error when project dependency has output in project root
test projects needed for test case

244735 3.5K

An internal error occurred during: "Export Features".
Final patch to fix bug

248677 11.1K

Mylyn AJDT bridge contributes "Focus Editor on Active Task" button
to editor toolbars
Patch that removes the folding icon from the menu when an aspectj
editor is *not* active.

249881 10.6K

[incremental] Incremental compilation optimizations
patch to fix failing tests on optimizations

251111 5.0K

Change in aspect path not being recorded from the project properties
page
patch to fix the regression

233777 188

AspectJ-Mylyn Structure and UI Bridges
comment #8

239062 5

[reactivate34] Export Jar
comment #1

244197 287

Updating build server to use headless builds on Eclipse 3.4
comment #8

Johan Fabry (dcc.uchile.cl)
264008 61

Getting pointcut information from AdviceElement
comment #1

Ivica Loncar (gmail.com)
268667 4.3K

[plan] [3.5] [patch] Allow binary cycles in plugins with aspectj support
patch that sets
IBuildPropertiesConstants.PROPERTY_ALLOW_BINARY_CYCLES
in generator

282391 106

UI support for "Support Binary Cycles" in feature export
comment #1

285825 55

patch - ant build script export

comment #1
288020 205

Export Eclipse product/plugin with AspectJ support requires AJDE
comment #2

Jason Naylor (gmail.com)
240234 9.2K

[ajdoc] Generate AJDoc command fails on projects with large number
of files
Patch to fix and enhance the ant task

David Pytel (gmail.com)
278535 3.7K

EnsureAJBuilder.ensureNoJavaBuilder(..) disables APT
Patch to ignore removing the Java builder if class file generation is
disabled

Konstantin Titorenko (gmail.com)
285188 183

declare error/warning produces marker on wrong resource
comment #2

Neale Upstone (nealeupstone.com)
271605 3.0K

[patch] NPE on exiting workbench
Patch to check NPE and eliminate discouraged calls

Reto Urfer (pop.agri.ch)
244735 1.4K

An internal error occurred during: "Export Features".
Patch which concates install location and relative bundle location

Felix Velasco (gmail.com)
245142 8.2K

There is no "Export Feature with AspectJ support" option
AJFeature enabler

Kris De Volder (gmail.com)
277055 142.7K

[plan] [refactoring] [itd] pull-out refactoring for creating ITDs
Replacement patch: some UI tweaks

Dave Whittaker (iradix.com)
292441 280

Compile problem not being recorded in the resource model and Eclipse
thinks a project is fine when it really has errors
comment #14

Repositories
The information contained in this log was generated by using commit information from
the following repositories:
/cvsroot/tools/org.eclipse.ajdt

